
MM340 MM540 MM700 MM700 w/ RB100
MSRP $229 $399 $699 $849

Features:
Horizontal Swivel    

Cable Management    

Adjustable Stops    

Pull Down Handle    

Heat Sensing Handles   

Adjustable Tilt    

Wall Covers   

Sound Bar Attachment   

Cable Routing Boxes  

Heavy Duty Steel (3mm)  

Enhanced Stablization  

Recess Box Kit 

Specifications:
TV Weight Capacity 20 - 90 pounds 20 - 90 pounds 30 - 115 pounds 30 - 115 pounds

TV Size Minimum 44" 44" 45" 45"

Max. Lowering Distance 29" 29" 27" 24"

Flush to Wall Distance 5.39" 5.7" 5.0" 1.75"

Weight 25 pounds 29 pounds 38 pounds 52 pounds

Overall Dimensions 30"w x 25"h x 7.25"d 34"w x 25"h x 8.25"d 37.5"w x 26"h x 8.25"d 33"w x 30"h x 8.75"d

Horizontal Swivel 30° each way 35° each way or 
60° one way

35° each way or 
60° one way

35° each way or 
50° one way

VESA Pattern 725mm x 550mm 725mm x 550mm 800mm x 550mm 800mm x 550mm

MM 
Product 
Line
Matrix

• The MM700 has an available Recess Kit add-on (RB100) that allows
the center arm to fold into the wall for a 1.75" flush-to-wall storage. The
MM540 and the MM340 are not compatible with the RB100 Recess Kit.

• The MM700 has a 6" wide center arm allowing for firmer downward
movement. The MM540 and MM340 have 4" wide center arms.

• The MM700 has additional stability control, automatically adjusting for
minor differences in wear of gas pistons. This keeps the mount level over
time, eliminating the need for manual adjustment.

• The MM700 includes cable routing boxes which attach to metal conduit,
allowing any cables routed behind the wall to be concealed from hot
fireplace components. The MM340 and MM540 do not include these.

• The MM540 and MM700 have a heat sensing pull down handle that turns
bright red at 110°. The MM340 has pull down handles, but they're not
heat-sensing.

• The MM540 and MM700 have a built-in sound bar attachment below
the TV and above the heat sensing handles. The MM340 requires the
purchase of a 3rd party soundbar attachment.

• The MM540 and MM700 include a horizontal swivel extender kit which
allows you to swivel up to 60° in one direction if needed. The MM340
does not have the swivel extender kit.

• The MM540 and MM700 have paintable wall covers that hide your
mounting hardware. The MM340 does not come with wall covers.

Notable Differences

(up to 8°) (up to 3°)


